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COP25: UN climate change
conference, 5 things you need to
know
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Climate change is happening—the
world is already 1.1°C warmer than
it was at the onset of the industrial
revolution, and it is already having
a significant impact on the world,
and on people’s lives. And if
current trends persist, then global
temperatures can be expected to
rise by 3.2 to 3.9°C this century,
which would bring wide-ranging
and destructive climate impacts.
Climate Change
UN rights chief ‘extremely
concerned’ over deadly
crackdown on protesters in Iran
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In the wake of recent protests in
Iran, the top United Nations
human rights official expressed
alarm on Friday over multiple
human rights violations which have
reportedly taken place across the
country.
Human Rights

UN evaluates progress in
improving peacekeeping
performance
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The international community on
Friday took stock
of action to improve UN
peacekeeping in line with
a Security Council resolution aimed
at enhancing performance at all
levels, both at Headquarters in
New York and in the field.
Peace and Security
COP25: ‘Signals of hope’
multiplying in face of global
climate crisis, insists UN's
Guterres
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The UN Secretary-General has
outlined the “increased ambition
and commitment” that the world
needs from governments during
the coming days of the COP25 UN
climate change conference which
opens in Madrid on Monday,
calling for “accountability,
responsibility and leadership” to
end the global climate crisis.
Climate Change
UN team aids Samoa response to
deadly measles epidemic
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UN teams are on the ground in
Samoa as the country combats a
deadly measles epidemic. So far,
there have been more than 4,200
cases and 62 deaths, mainly
babies, prompting authorities to
declare a state of emergency on 15

November and launch a mass
vaccination campaign five days
later.
Health
Measles ‘misinformation
campaigns’ through social media,
fuel rising toll
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Measles deaths and infections in
2019 are set to “substantially
exceed” last year’s toll when more
than 142,000 people died from the
preventable disease, the World
Health Organization (WHO) said on
Thursday.
Health
Malaria: Focus on pregnant
women and children, stresses UN
health agency report
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While more pregnant women and
children are being protected
against malaria than before, more
fast-tracking and greater funding
are needed to reinvigorate the
global response, according to a
new United Nations report
launched on Wednesday.
Health
UN agency hails Brazil ‘milestone’
decision over Venezuelan
refugees
Brazil’s move to recognize
thousands of refugees from crisiswracked Venezuela through a new
accelerated procedure, has been
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welcomed by the UN refugee
agency, UNHCR.
Migrants and Refugees
Partnerships key to taking
landlocked countries out of
poverty: UN Chief
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The challenges faced by landlocked
developing countries (LLDCs),
some of the poorest in the world,
can be overcome through more
effective partnerships, UN
Secretary-General António
Guterres declared on Thursday, at
a conference held at UN
Headquarters in New York.
Economic Development
A record number of people will
need help worldwide during 2020:
UN Humanitarian Overview
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A record 168 million people
worldwide will need help and
protection in crises spanning more
than 50 countries in 2020, the UN’s
emergency relief chief has said, in
an appeal for nearly $29 billion in
humanitarian aid from donors.
Humanitarian Aid
South Sudan: UN calls for end to
inter-communal clashes, attacks
against aid workers
Peacekeepers have been sent to
the northern Lakes region in South
Sudan in a bid to deter further
violence between communities
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there, the UN Mission in the
country, UNMISS, said on Tuesday.
Peace and Security
Protests and civil unrest show
‘renewed sense of patriotism’ in
Iraq, UN envoy tells Security
Council
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After decades of sectarian strife
and conflict, “a renewed sense of
patriotism has taken hold”, the
head of the UN Assistance Mission
for Iraq (UNAMI) told the Security
Council on Tuesday.
Peace and Security
Only one in five countries has a
healthcare strategy to deal with
climate change
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Protecting people’s health from
climate change dangers such as
heat stress, storms and tsunamis
has never been more important,
yet most countries are doing too
little about it, the World Health
Organization (WHO) said on
Tuesday.
Climate Change
Zimbabwe ‘facing worst hunger
crisis in a decade’
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Zimbabwe is facing its worst
hunger crisis in a decade with half
of the population – 7.7 million
people – food insecure, the World
Food Programme (WFP) said on
Tuesday.

Economic Development
UN ‘determined to lead by
example’ on disability rights:
Guterres
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The UN is determined to lead by
example when it comes to the
rights of people with disabilities,
Secretary-General António
Guterres said in a message to mark
the International Day of Persons
with Disabilities, which falls on 3
December.
SDGs
Green economy ‘not to be feared,
but an opportunity to be
embraced’ says UN chief as COP25
gets underway
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A green economy is “not one to be
feared but an opportunity to be
embraced”, UN Secretary-General
António Guterres said on Monday,
in a keynote speech to delegates at
the opening of the COP25 UN
climate conference in Madrid on
Monday.
Climate Change
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